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In this paper sugmented phrase structure rules aze presented for singu-
lar and plural definite descriptions, including wh-phrases. For multi-noun
phrase sentences and sentences with several wh-noun phrases, a general cu-
mulative analysis is proposed and corresponding semantic rules are given.
In this analysis presuppositions are not pazt of the semantic structure. The
semantic rules are expressed in a many-sorted recursively typed higher-order
a-calculus. The choice of the rules has been guided by semantic and prag-
matic considerations. The rules were to be acceptable from a computational
point of view, e.g. for use in a dialogue system. The not so unusual `sin-
gleton representation' for singular descriptions is rejected, and a bounded
uniqueness operatoris used, which is designed for use in a higher-order typed
language. The use of this operator shows that a uniform representation is
possible for such phrases as `my plane', `the ITK' and `which flight', being
in line with the Strawsonian rather than the Russell-Fregean solution.
Finally, the representations proposed are compared with the classical solu-
tions of Russell, Frege and Strawson, and with a solution implemented in
the TENDUM dialogue system.
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In this paper I introduce formal representations for unique and definite descrip-
tions that allow for a robust treatment of the related problems in a dialogue
syatem. In particular, if the uniqueness presupposition underlying a description
is not satisfied, the control mechanism of a dialogue system must be able to
generate a dialogue control act (Bunt 1988a) to the effect that the partner is
informed of the apparent disagreement.
The proposal includes:
~ the introduction of the syntax and semantics of a typed bounded uniqueness
operator in the context of a higher-order typed representation language;
~ a uniform treatment of singular unique and definite descriptions in terms
of the uniqueness operator;
~ the details of a cumulative analysis of plural multi-noun phrase sentences in
an sugmented phrase structure grammar (Discontinuous PSG; Bunt 1985;
Bunt et al. 1987; Bunt 1988b);
~ a wide scope analysis of definite wh-descriptions ('which plane') in which
semantic rules are formulated for sentences with one or more wh-noun
phrases.
The representations presented here are such that descriptions like 'John', `the
K1402', `the plane' and `which flight' all have the same semantic structure: they
all denote a unique object. In section 2, I present the details of the use of
the uniqueness operator and a cumulative analysis of plural multi-noun phrase
sentences including wh-noun phrases. In section 3 a comparison is made with
the literature and with the solution implemented in the TENDUM dialogue
system (Bunt et al. 1984). The use of a uniqueness operator brings within reach
a phrase structure treatment of presuppositions (Dols 1990a) and of dialogue
referents introduced by an utterance (Dols 1990b).
2
2 The correct treatment of descriptions
2.1 Unique and definite descriptions
In the following, I distinguish between unique and definite descriptions. Unique
descriptions are phrases of which the referent is supposed to be unique under
all circumstances. Examples are proper names like `John' or a phrase like `the
K1402'. Proper names are often called rigid designators and will be briefly dis-
cussed in section 2.3.8.
Definite descriptions have a unique referent with respect to a certain context.
Examples of definite descriptions are `the president of the US' or `the plane' or
`which flight' in `Which flight is due at 12:00?' and also plural descriptions like
`the planes' in `The planes are due at 12:00'. They may be composed of several
constituents like `the Dutch flight', `the first flight from Montreal' or `The first
flights that I can take tomorrow' or `the board of the company'.
Because the denotation of definite descriptions depends upon the context, it
is often specified in terms of an intensional (possible worlds) framework. In this
paper representations are considered in an extensional language. This does not
mean that contextual information cannot be taken into account, as I will show
in the next paragraph.
A second presupposition of descriptions often mentioned in the literature is the
existence per se of a referent. Depending upon the choice of the representation
language both presuppositions may be formalized in different ways. For exam-
ple, for the expression `the Dutch flight' the predicate logical formula
3 x: [ Flight(x) n Dutch(x) n d y: (Flight(y) n Dutch(y) ~ x-y)]
is sometimes used (see also section 3.1). I will use a different representation
in a more sophisticated representation language, suited for the semantic repre-
sentation of natural language expressions (Bunt 1985). The following formula
expresses that counting those flights that are Dutch gives the value 1:
COUNT( SELECT( Flights, a x: Dutch(x))) - ONE.
In ttus paper only :ir.sslar and plural descriptions are considered, with the ex-
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clusion of mass and ground descriptions.
2.2 Descriptions and the lexicon
Unique and definite descriptions consist of a proper name or a definite article
and a(complex) nominal phrase. The azticles belong to the group of central
determiners for reasons that will be explained in the next section where the
structural syntactic and semantic analysis of descriptions is discussed.
The closed group of central determiners consists of azticles, possessives, wh-
determiners and demonstratives. Examples are `the K1402', `the planes', `my
flight', `which plane', `that fl.ight', `these flights'.
Following Bunt (1985), central determiners have only one semantic represen-
tation in the lexicon, a constant Cr. The function constant Cr (`Contextually
Relevant' ) is a polymorphic chazacteristic function that is applicable to all kinds
of denotations. Its denotation is defined in terms of the current context: applied
to an argument it yields all relevant referents of the right type. Consequently,
its meaning changes with the context of interpretation, as is in general true of
nonlogical constants. There is also a nondynamic aspect to it in that the way
the relevant objects are chosen does not change. Indeed, in an intensional frame-
work it is exactly this nondynamic aspect that is formalized and taken to be its
denotation.
2.3 Descriptions and the grammar rules
In this section I first give some rules for the syntactic analysis of descriptions.
The details are paztly based upon the rules used in Bunt (1985) and those
implemented in the grammaz component of the TENDUM dialogue system. As
he is concerned primazily with various aspects of quantification of plurals and
mass terms, Bunt devotes no attention to singulaz definite descriptions.
Second, the associated semantic rules are given.
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2.3.1 Syntactic atructure
Unique and definite descriptions belong to the syntactic category of noun phrases
(NP). In a complex noun phrase three kinds of determiners may occur, each hav-
ing their own semantic function, associated with their position:
Predeterminer ~- Central determiner -F- Postdeterminer ~- Noun
The set that is determined by the central determiner and the central noun of
the description is called the sour~ce. For example, in the phrase `All these four
planes are tested' the central determiner `these' plus the noun determines the
source of quantification, the predeterminer `all' indicates which fractions of the
source are involved in the predication being tested, and the postdeterminer `four'
expresses a presupposition about the source. The predicate may apply to indi-
vidual members or to groups of them, or to the source as a whole. An example
is `The books are heavy'. Wh-determiners like `which' are also considered to be
central determiners (see section 2.3.5).
This classification does not cover all kinds of determiners. Determiners like
`each' and `some' are not central determiners, because they cannot be preceded
by predeterminers (~`all each children), nor do they belong to the group of pre-
determiners (~`each the children) or postdeterminers (~`these some children) -
though `each of' is a predeterminer. They are therefore classified as a distinct
group, called DET. In this paper no rules concerning DET occur. The names
of the syntactic categories for these four groups are PREDET, CENTRALDET,
POSTDET and DET.
Plural and singular definite descriptions like `the planes' or `the flight' aze con-
structed from a NPCENTRE, forming a noun phrase:
(1) NPCENTRE ~ NP.
A NPCENTRE consists of a central determiner and a(complex) nominal:
(2) CENTRALDET ~ NOM -. NPCENTRE.
This rule applies to plural as well as to singular descriptions, although their
semantic pazts differ, as will be explained in the next section.
Singular NPCENTRES cannot be combined with predeterminers (~`all my fl.ight).
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Plural descriptions including a predeterminer like `all the flights' are constructed
by the rule:
(3) PREDET ~ NPCENTRE ~ NP.
Numerical postdeterminers explicitly express a presupposition about the source.
They do not restrict the denotation of the noun phrase. The rule that com-
bines a postdeterminer and a noun thus takes over the semantic representation
of the latter. I will not introduce sucha rule, because its semantic pazt is of less
importance. For a treatment of the presupposition pazt of rules that include
postdeterminers, see Dols (1990a).
Unique descriptions are constructed directly from a proper name or from a cen-
tral determiner and a proper name, like `the K1402':
(4) PROPERNAME --~ NP,
(5) CENTRALDET -}- PROPERNAME -~ NP
`Real' proper names like `John' ca~ot be combined with central determiners
(~`the John); here, the particulaz value of the gender feature (called noval ) of
these proper names precludes application of rule (5). Rule (5) can be replaced
by an application of rule (2) above, followed by an application of rule (1) that
lifts the NPCENTRE to a NP, provided there would be a rule lifting the proper
name to a NoNt. The number of rules would not be reduced by this, because the
semantic structure of (5) and (2) differ, as I will demonstrate in the next section.
To summazize, plural descriptions are constructed from a NPCENTRE with or
without a predeterminer (`all the flights', `the flights'). Singular descriptions are
constructed from a singulaz NPCENTRE (`the fl.ight') or from a proper name with
or without a CENTRALDET (`the K1402', `John').
2.3.2 Semantic structure
The semantic structures assigned to definite descriptions will not contain pre-
suppositions. This choice is discussed in section 3, where a comparison is made
with analyses that do include them. I do think that a grammar should generate
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representations of presuppositions, but they should not be part of the semantic
representation. In Dols (1990a) I extend the rules used in this paper with a
part that generates representations of presuppositions. In this way, the truth
conditions of presuppositions do not interfere with those of the semantic repre-
sent ation.
The representation of the semantic structure of singulaz and plural wh-
descriptions (`which flight', `which planes') is given separate attention in sections
2.3.5, 2.3.6 and 2.3.7. Semantic representations of unique and singular as well
as plural definite descriptions aze given below. The semantics for rules (4) and
(5) are given first, followed by the singular variants of rules (1) and (2). Subse-
quently, the plural variants of (1) and (2) aze defined and finally the semantics
for rule (3) with predeterminers is given.
2.3.3 Singular descriptions
The semantic representation assigned to noun phrases denotes the characteristic
function of the set of all properties that aze true of the nominal constituent.
For example, `the K1402' is represented as .~ P: P(K1402). The sentence `the
K1402 arrives' is represented by applying the lambda expression to the pred-
icate, which, after conversion, yields Arrives(K1402). The semantic pazt of
rules (4) and (5) thus is:
(4' and 5') a P: APPLY( P, PROPERNAME')
where `PROPERNAME" denotes the semantic representation of the constituent
`PROPERNAME' . Note that the reference to the context, being the semantics
of the CENTRALDET, is not pazt of the semantic structure of (5'). Indeed, the
referent of complex unique descriptions is supposed to be unique under all cir-
cumstances (see section 2.1).
Singulaz definite descriptions also have this semantic structure. This means
that the semantic pazt of the singular variant of rule (1) is:
(1' singular) a P: APPLY( P, NPCENTRE')
The singulaz NPCENTRE' denotes the definite referent, to which the predicate
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P is applied. I introduce a special operator that is used to denote single objects
through a description, similaz to the iota operatorin a predicate logical language
(Hilbert and Bemays 1970). Here, it is a typed bounded uniqueness operator, de-
noted by `~', that relates a set-denoting expression and a predicate expression. It
does not introduce a vaziable but the predicate involved will usually be a lambda
ezpression binding a vaziable.
The definition is given in the context of a typed higher-order language. The
recursive types used here aze the set type S(tl) denoting the domain of all sets
of elements in the domain of type tl, and the predicate type ( t2 -~ tv), denot-
ing the domain of all functions from the domain denoted by t2 to the domain
of truth values. The formal requirement Overlap(tl, t2), ensures that the
domains of tl and t2 have elements in common. It states that tl and t2 are
either identical atomic types or complex types having at least one component in
common. (For the notion of type component see Bunt (1985:305). In the defi-
nition below, E and P are supposed to be expressions of the typed higher-order
language.
Syntax of the uniqueness operator
If E is an expression of type S(tl) and P of type (t2 -~ tv) and Overlap(tl,t2)
with overlapping type t3, then ~(E, P) is an expression of type t3.
Semantics of the uniqueness operator
The denotation of ~(E, P) is the only element of the denotation of E for which
the predicate P yields true. If there is no such element or ïf there are more, the
denotation is undefined.
The semantics of a singular definite description as defined by rule (2) may now
be expressed in terms of the uniqueness operator:
(2' singular) ~( NOM', a x: CENTRALDET'(x))
where NOM' and CENTRALDET' represent the semantics of the constituents.
As explained in section 2.2, CENTRALDET' is always the constant Cr, a func-
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tion that selects all contextually relevant objects of the right type.
Here is an example of the result of applying rule (2' singular) to `the plane':
~( Planes, a x: APPLY( Cr, x) )
denotes ihe one plane that is contextually relevant. Compare this with the ex-
pression denoting the set of all planes that are contextually relevant:
SELECT( Planes, a a: APPLY( Cr, x) ).
Applying rule (1' singulaz) to the result of rule (2' singulaz) gives (somewhat
simplified):
.~ P: P( ~(Planes, Cr)).
Applying this function to the representation of the verb in `The plane arrives'
gives, after conver~ion:
Arrives( ~( Planes, Cr)).
2.3.4 Plural deflnite descriptiona
In plural definite descriptions the elements of the referent may be involved in a
more complex way. In section 2.3.1 I have explained that the central determiner
together with the noun denotes the source. The predicate associated with a
description may apply to individual members of the source, to groups of them,
or to the source as a whole. The set to which the predicate is applied, is called
the domain. The domain is derived from the source by a distribution function
(Bunt 1985:156). The semantic representation of plural descriptions is rather
complicated due to the representation of vazious ways of distribution. I will
use a formula consisting of a distribution function applied to the source and the
predicate: DISTRIBUTION( S, P). It denotes the set of (groupings of) elements
of S for which P holds; that is, it denotes the quantification involvement rather
than the quantification domain.
A noun phrase like `the flights' expresses complete source involvement, as does
the predeterminer in `all the flights'. Therefore, in this restricted fragment, both
rules for constructing plural noun phrases have the same semantic structure, al-
though derived in a different way. The semantics of the predeterminer expresses
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complete source involvement while the semantics of the NPCENTRe provides the
source. When there is no predeterminer, the semantic part of rule (1), which
lifts the NPCENTRE to a noun phrase, provides the representation of the complete
involvement.
The operation U~ (`UNION STAR', Bunt 1985), used in the following represen-
tations, flattens the set of objects for which the predicate holds; the involvement
may consist of elements, as well as subsets of the source (in case of unspe-
cific predication, Bunt 1985, p. 149). In order to count the involved source
elements the involvement must be flattened. The flattening operation is well
known as a list operniion in LISP (`SQUASH', Winston and Horn 1984:343) and
a list predicate in PROLOG environments (`FLATTEN', Sterling and Shapiro
1986:135-137). The recursive processes of these operations stop when an atomic
element (`token') is recognized.
The logical constant `UNION STAR', however, denotes a set operation. de-
fined with respect to the complexity of the elements in the source. These ele-
ments may be sets containing sets (etc.) to which a higher-order predicate is
applied; the elements of these nested sets in the source should not be counted
as being involved. This means, that sets also occurring in the source must not
be `flattened'. The operations mentioned above, however, flatten until a token
is recognized. In order to recognize sets of source elements in the involvement,
the expression denoting the source is an argument of the operator. The types
of sets that are to be `flattened' are compared with the types of the elements
in the source. Sets with the same type structure as the elements in the source
are not flattened. In this way, the test does not involve extensive computation.
Thus, `UNION STAR' is defined with respect to the complexity of the elements
in the source.
The semantic part of the plural instance of rule (1) expresses complete source
involvement (in terms of equality) and accounts for the possible distribution of
a predicate P that may become associated:
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J1 P: ( NPCENTRE' - U~`( NPCENTRE', DISTRIBUTION( NPCENTRE',
P)))
For example, the sentence `the chairs are lifted' is (after conversion) represented
as
SELECT( Chairs, Cr) - U~` ( SELECT( Chairs, Cr), DISTRIBUTE( SELECT(
Chairs, Cr), Lifted)))
I will use a slightly different representation of the complete involvement of the
source:
(1' plural) a P: FORALL( NPCENTRE', a x: x E U~`(
NPCENTRE', DISTRIBUTION( NPCENTRE', P)))
When applied to a predicate this formula expresses (in terms of E) that, re-
gazdless of the way the elements of the source aze related to the predication,
all elements aze involved. For example, the sentence `The chairs aze lifted' is
represented as
FORALL( SELECT( Chairs, Cr), a x: x E U~ (SELECT( Chairs, Cr),
DISTRIBUTE( SELECT( Chairs, Cr), Lifted)))
This means that all chairs that aze contextually relevant, aze involved in the
process of lifting, regazdless of the way in which they are lifted, be it individu-
ally, collectively or in groups.
The semantic structure for the plural variant of rule (2) of the previous para-
graph denotes the source:
(2' plural) SELECT( NOM', J1 x: CENTRALDET'(x) )
This means that the semantics for `the planes' denotes the set of relevant planes:
SELECT( Planes, a x: Cr(x) )
Thus, the logical constant `SELECT' is to plural descriptions what the ~ oper-
ator is to singulaz ones.
The semantic structure of rule (3), which combines a predeterminer with
a NPCENTRE (except those with a wh-determiner), is based upon the semantic
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structure of (1' plural). The semantics of the predeterminer is derived by ab-
straction over the xPCExTRE. The representation for the predeterminer thus is:
a X: J~ P: ( X- U~`( X, DISTRIBUTION( X, P))
or alternatively
J1 X: a P: FORALL( X, a x: x E U~` ( X, DISTRIBUTION( X, P)))
The semantic structure of rule (3) now is:
(3' non-wh) APPLY( PREDET', NPCENTRE')
After conversion this yields the same representation as (1' plural).
2.3.5 Wh-descriptions
Wh-determiners are classified as central determiners. This is primarily for se-
mantic reasons, as wh-determiners plus a noun have the semantic function of
determining the source of quantification. Definite descriptions consisting of a
singulaz nominal and a wh-determiner ('which flight') must be treated by a
distinct semantic rule:
" Some determiners have inherent scope properties in that they al-
ways give rise to quantifications with wider (or narrower) scope than
other quantifications and scope-beazing elements, such as negations.
For instance, WH-determiners like `which' and `what' always have
wide scope. " (Bunt 1985:1,~3~
Bunt gives no treatment of singulaz or plural wh-descriptions; their repre-
sentations are given in this section and in sections 2.3.6 and 2.3.7. There is a
second, more imperative reason to introduce sepazate semantic rules, which is
that a wh-phrase refers to the object that makes up the answer. The meaning of
a question we take to be the way the correct answer can be computed. A seman-
tic formula denoting the correct answer represents that way, because evaluation
of the formula is a computation of the answer. Therefore, single wh-phrases
are to be represented in terms of the ~ operator and plural wh-phrases by the
selection operator or by one of the other set-denoting operators.
A wh-description denotes the object which forms the answer. For example,
`Which plane is due' is represented as:
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~( SELECT( Planes, Cr), ~ a: Due(x) )
This formula denotes the one plane that is due amongst the relevant ones. Com-
pare this with the semantic representation for `The plane is due'. According
to the syntactic and semantic rules (1) and (2), discussed in the previous para-
graphs, the representation of the declazative sentence is:
APPLY( Due, ~( Planes, Cr)).
This formula denotes a truth value. Note that both expressions refer to the
current context and that in the first the ~ operator has wide scope with respect
to the representation `Due' of the verb phrase.
As the semantics differs, singular wh-descriptions require different variants of
the semantic rules (1') and (2'):
(1' singular, wh) a P: ~( NPCENTRE', a x: P(x) )
Consequently, the xpcExTxE for singulaz wh-descriptions denotes a set rather
than a definite referent:
(2' singular, wh) SELECT( NOM', a x: CENTRALDET'(x) )
This turns out to be the same as for plural definite descriptions (see section
2.3.4, (2' plural)).
The representation of plural wh-phrases ('which planes') is like that of modi-
fied phrases ('planes tested by machines') (Bunt 1985:197-198, (9.6a)), because
they both refer to a set of relevant objects. In the notation adopted here (see
section 2.3.4), the representation of a plural wh-phrase like `Which planes are
due' is
U~`( SELECT( Planes, Cr), DISTR.IBUTION( SELECT( Planes, Cr), .1 x:
Due(a)))
In a single-noun phrase sentence, `Which Xs' is about individual Xs: the
question `Which planes aze due' is about individual planes (the elements of the
source) and not about the way they aze due (e.g. in squadrons), which is why
the U~` operator cannot be omitted. First a xrcExTRE is constructed with rule
(2 plural), with semantic representation SELECT( Planes, Cr). From this, rule
1(plural, wh) constructs the representation given above:
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(1' plural, wh) .1 P: U~`( NPCENTRE', DISTRIBUTION( NPCEN-
TB.E', a x: P(x) ))
2.3.6 Multi-noun phrase sentences
I will not repeat the representation of multi-noun phrase sequences with only
plural noun phrases (Bunt 1985:Ch. 8).
First I want to show that the representation of definite descriptions by the ~
operator, as given in paragraph 2.3.3, perfectly expresses the semantics of noun
phrase sequences. The `noun phrase sequence' is a syntactic structure of which
the semantic part represents the sequence of all arguments of a verb. This or-
dered list of noun phrase representations is useful in generating scope variants.
" The relative scopes of the quantifications correspond in this ap-
proach to the order of the rrPS in the noun phrase sequence; readings
with relative scopes that deviate from the order of the lvps in the
sequence can be constructed by generating permutations of the noun
phrase sequence." (Bunt 1985:149).
Moreover, I will give a semantic variant for multi-noun phrase sentences where
the noun phrases have no explicit quantifiers and have equally wide scope. An
example is `These people give the children those books'. The preferred reading
of these sentences is called cumv.lative (Bunt 1985:144~. Third, I want to show
that a noun phrase sequence also applies to the representation of multi-noun
phrases , when combined with one plural wh-noun phrase (as treated in the
previous section).
A sequence of two singular de8nite noun phrases
For singular noun phrases sentences, no distributional aspects of quantification
are involved in the representations.
The rule that generates a sequence of two noun phrases, functioning as verb
arguments, is
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(e) NP1 -~ NP2 -~ NPS
The semantic part of this rule has several variants, corresponding to different
scope orderings and assignment of grammatical functions. For left-to-right scope
ordering and subject preceding direct object, we have:
(8') a R: ( NP1'( a x1: NP2'( a x2: R( x1, x2))))
Note that this rule applies to a sentence like `John loves Mazy'.
Take the sentence `The dog bazks at the cat'. According to rules (1') and (2')
the definite descriptions generated aze:
a P: P( ~( Dog, Cr))
a Q: Q( ~( Cat, Cr))
Suppose the predicate `Bazk' has already been converted. Then the argument
of the first noun phrase representation in (6') is:
(8A) .~ xl: NP2'( a x2: Bark( xl, x2))
Substitution of the two noun phrase representations gives:
J1 P: P( ~( Dog, Cr) [~ xl: a Q: Q( ~( Cat, Cr) [ a x2: Bazk(xl, x2) ]]
Repeated lambda-conversion simplifies this to:
Bazk( ~( Dog, Cr), ~( Cat, Cr))
A sequence of cumulative noun phrases
The cumulative reading occurs, when several noun phrases have quantifications
with equally wide scope, as in `Three boys kissed three girls'. On this reading,
the number of boys involved is three and the number of girls involved is three.
This reading cannot be generated by rule (6) for two reasons, one semantic and
one technical.
Firstly, rule (6') assigns wide scope to the first xp, resulting in the reading
where each of the boys kissed three girls. That is, rule (6') assigns to the second
(and third) noun phrase the so-called local source involvement reading of the
numeral quantifier (Bunt 1985:143). This is not the preferred reading here.
Secondly, on the preferred reading, each set of involved persons has three ele-
ments. The representation expresses, for example, that the number of boys that
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kissed at least one girl is three. The correct representation includes an existential
quantification over the set of girls and one over the set of boys. These existential
quantifications cannot be constructed in this way, as the representations of the
respective sources `hide' inside the standard representations of the plural noun
phrases, as defined by rule (1' plural).
For these reasons, Bunt introduces rules that form cumulative noun phrases
from a numerical quantifier and a nominal constituent. Their representation is
the pair consisting of the numeral `three' and the representation of the source.
The numeral and the representation denoting the source can subsequently be
used by the rule that generates a noun phrase sequence with a cumulative read-
ing.
Not only sentences with explicit numerical quantifiers have a cumulative read-
ing. A sentence like `These boys pushed the cars' has a preferred reading that
is cumulative: all contextually relevant boys were involved and all contextually
relevant cars were involved, but none of the two NPS has wider scope. In order
to generate this reading, we must have a rule that lifts a noun phrase centre like
`these boys' to a cumulative noun phrase. The semantic representation is a pair
consisting of the quantifier expressing complete involvement, and the quantifi-
cation domain. But the example also shows that cumulative readings are not
restricted to individual distribution. Therefore, the distribution function must
generally be included in the semantic representation of cumulative noun phrases.
Here I will give semantic variants of rules (1) and (6), forming cumulative
noun phrases and noun phrase sequences. A cumulative NP ls represented as
a pair, consisting of the quantifier indicating complete source involvement, and
the representation of the quantification domain (the distributed, unrestricted
source).
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(1' plural , cum) TUPLE(
1: a P: FORALL( NPCENTRE', a x: x E U~(
NPCENTRE', DISTRIBUTION( NPCENTRE', P)))
2: DISTRIBUTION( NPCENTRE', True) )
(Where `True' stands for the predicate `a x: TRUE', `TRUE' being a constant
denoting the truth value irue.) The vaziant of rule (6) constructing cumulative
noun phrase sequences, is formulated for any number of noun phrases. The
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and the second element of the semantic
representation of cumulative noun phrases, as defined in (1' plural, cum) above.
(6' plural, n cum) CONJUNCTION(
1: a R: NP1'1( a xl: EXIST( NP2'2, a x2: ... EXIST(
NPn'a, a xn: R( xl ... xn)) ... ))
i: a R: NPi'1( a xi: EXIST ( NP1'2, .~ xl: ... EXIST(
NP(i-1)'a, a x(i-1): EXIST( NP(i-}-1)'a, .1 x(i~l): ...
EXIST( NPn'a, a xn: R( xl ... xn) )... )) ... ))
n: J1 R: NPn'1( a xn: EXIST( NP1'z, a xl: ... EXIST(
NP(n-1)'a, a x(n-1): R( xl ... xn) )... )))
Each conjunct represents the total involvement of one NP in a minimal way:
all elements of the source denoted by this NP aze involved with at least one
element of each of the sources denoted by the other NPS. For example, (1'
plural, cum) and (6', plural, n cum) generate the following representation for
the cumulative reading of the sentence `These people gave the children those
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books'. I have used a shorter standard notation to increase readability. The
logical constant `SELECT' is writen as {... }, `FORALL' and `EXIST' as d and
3, and `DISTRIBUTION' as S.
The representation is: CONJUNCTION(
1: b'( {People, Cr}, J~ x: z E U~`( {People, Cr}, b( {People, Cr}, ~ xl: 3( b(
{Children, Cr}, a x2: ~( b( {Books, Cr}, a x3: GIVE( xl, x2, x3) )))))))
2: d({Children, Cr}, ~ x: x E U~( {Children, Cr}, b( {Children, Cr}, a x2:
3( b( {People, Cr}, a xl: 3( b( {Books, Cr}, a x3: GIVE( xl, x2, x3)
)))))))
3: d( {Books, Cr}, J1 x: x E U~`( {Books, Cr}, b( {Books, Cr}, ~ x3: ~( b(
{People,CR}, a xl: ~( b( {Children, Cr}, a x2: GIVE( xl, x2, x3) )))))))
)
A sequence with one wh-noun phrase
Rule (6) does not apply to multi-noun phrase sentences with one wh-noun phrase.
If the wh-phrase is the first in the sentence, as in `Which books did these girls
give to the children', rule (6) assigns wide scope to it, which is correct. How-
ever, the standazd representation of `these girls' and `the children' introduces a
universal quantification over the sources. As a result, applying rule (6) gives a
representation denoting only those books given by each girl to all children (the
reading with local involvements.
The preferred reading of this example is cumulative with respect to all but the
first noun phrase, to which global scope is assigned. That is, except for the
wh-noun phrase, all noun phrases have equally wide scope.
One straight-forwazd way to generate this reading is to combine a wh-phrase
with a cumulative noun phrase sequence, as defined above, by applying the wh-
phrase representation to the cumulative representation.
However, this results in a reading that denotes the empty set if one of the
children did not get a book or one of the books was not given: the corresponding
1S
conjunct would denote `false' as its universal quantification is falsified.
Of course, this is also true of the reading that assigns local involvements. It is
even true for sentences without a wh-phrase, like `These people give those books
to the children', when analysed according to rule (6), with a left-right order of
scopes. The problem with these sentences is that they must be interpreted in
the light of current focus and topic.
Although the universal involvements are part of the semantics of the sen-
tence, from a prngmatic point of view they are less important, compared to
`wh-involvement'. For sentences with one wh-phrase, it is therefore reasonable
to settle the matter as follows. The cumulative representation of the other noun
phrases is regarded as a presupposition, while the semantic representation ex-
presses wh-source involvement. This involvement is kept `minimal', in the sense
that each element of the wh-quantification domain is involved with at least one
element of each of the other domains. For the representation of presuppositions
in a phrase structure grammaz, see Dols (1990a). Here, I give only the semantic
variant of rule (6), where n, m) 0, and the wh-noun phrase is called `WH-NP'.
(6' plural, n cum, wh, m cum) ~ R: APPLY(
WH-NP', a y: EXIST( NP1'a, a xl: ... EXIST(
NP(nf m)'Z, a x(n-~m):
R( PERM( y, xl ... x(nfm)))) ... ))
The operator PERM permutes the arguments of the relation that involves the
sources. The correct permutations depend upon the definition of the semantic
types of the arguments and the type of the relation R.. A wh-phrase always has
wide scope, even if its role in the involvement is not the first. The permutation
makes sure that all possibilities are generated. For example, in `Which books
gave these people to the children', n is 0, m is 2, and permutation (xl, y, x2) is the
correct one. Permutation is also needed if all phrases including the wh-phrase are
in their `natural' position with respect to the relation `R'. For example, in `These
planes come from which cities?' (which is only correct with strong emphasis on
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the wh-noun phrase which yields the so-called `echo-question' interpretation), n
is 1, m is 0, and the permutation (xl, y) is the correct one.
2.3.7 Multi-wh-noun phrase sentences
The preferred reading of sentences with more wh-phrases like `Which plane comes
from which city' or `Which planes come from which cities', is cumulative, as all
noun phrases have equally wide scope. The answer to such questions consists
of a list of representations that denote the answer to the individual wh-phrases.
For the first sentence this is the pair consisting of representations denoting a
plane and a city. For the second sentence, the pair consisting of the set of
planes and the set of cities from which they are from, is not very informative
because the precise relation between planes and cities is not represented. A
better representation would be a single set consisting of the pairs of related
planes and cities.
Singulaz wh-phrases may also be interpreted in a plural way, indicating indi-
vidual distribution. The sentence `Which plane comes from which city' may be
interpreted as a question about all planes and all cities such that a plane comes
from a city. This interpretation expresses the distributive reading of the second
sentence above, which is why I do not consider it further here.
I will first give rules for the representation of sequences consisting of only singu-
laz wh-phrases and then rules for sequences with only plural wh-phrases. Rules
for combining singulaz and plural wh-phrases aze not given, but they can be
formulated fairly easily on the bases of the rules below.
A sequence of two singular wh-noun phrases
For the sentence `Which plane comes from which city' the rule (6' singular, 2
wh) generates a pair consisting of the representations for the plane and the city
involved, but only, if there is exactly one of each. How these two presuppositions
aze represented and dealt with, is explained in Dols (1990a). We have seen in
section 2.3.5 that the representations for the two wh-phrases according to the
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rules (1' singular, wh) and (2' singulaz, wh) are:
a P: ~( SELECT( Planes, Cr), .1 x: P(x) )
and
J1 Q: ~( SELECT( Cities, Cr), a x: Q(x) ).
It is not possible to use rule (6') to generate a`noun-phrase sequence' for these
two noun phrases, because it assigns global scope to the first whereas both wh-
phrases have equal acope. A second problem is that circulazity must be avoided,
because the plane involved is chazacterized by a predicate P, which says that it
comes from a city chazacterized by a predicate Q that in its turn refers to the
plane ... etc. The following semantic vaziant of (6) does the job.
(6' singular, 2 wh) .1 R: TUPLE(
1: NP1'( a xl: R( xl, NP2'( a x2: R(xl, x2)))),
2: NP2'( a xl: R( NPi'( a x2: R(x2, xl)))), xl)))
Application of this rule will after conversion and after application to a verb
representation give:
TUPLE(1: ~( SELECT( Planes, Cr), a xl: l~om( xl,
~( SELECT( Cities, Cr), .1 x2: liom(xl, x2)) )),
2: ~( SELECT( Cities, Cr), .1 xl:
From( ~( SELECT( Planes, Cr), a x2: F~om(x2, xl)) )) )
This denotes the pair of a plane and a city such that the first comes from the
second.
A sequence of two plural wh-noun phrases
I will give two ways of representing sentences with more than one plural wh-noun
phrase. The first is interesting, because it shows that standazd representations
for wh-noun phrases suffice. That is, cumulative vaziants of wh-noun phrases
are not needed. The second is more appropriate with respect to the generation
of an answer.
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The first reading for sentences with two wh-noun phrases is represented by
the pair consisting of both the sets of involved planes and cities. The semantic
representation is as follows, where each wh-noun phrase is generated by rule (1'
plural, wh), as explained in section 2.3.5.
a R: TUPLE(
1: NP1'( .~ xl: EXIST( NP2'( a x2: R( xl, x2) ), True ))
2: NP2'( a xl: EXIST( NP1'( a x2: R( xl, x2) ), True ))
Each element of this pair denotes the global involvement of one of the wh-noun
phrases. Thus, this representation answers each of the wh-questions in isolation.
As this is not very informative, I propose a different solution (even semantics
is not autonomous). It is mentioned in the beginning of this section that the
phrase `Which planes come from which cities' should be analysed as denoting
the set of pairs of planes and cities involved. The resulting set of pairs shows
which planes and cities aze related.
In order to produce the correct Caztesian product that contains the pairs, the
quantification domains of the noun phrases aze needed. Therefore, a variant of
rule (1) is proposed, that lifts the NPCENTRE to a cumulative NP, denoting the
distributed, unrestricted source:
(1' plural, wh, cum) DISTRIBUTION( NPCENTRE', True)
Rule (6' plural, wh, cum) generates the correct representation. To denote the
involved subset of the Caztesian product is over-informative, as the specific dis-
tribution is part of it. Therefore, the gloóal involvements aze constructed by
applying the U~` operator (see section 2.3.4) through iteration. ELTi denotes
the i-th element of a tuple.
(6' plural, 2 wh)
J~ R: ITERATE( SELECT( X( NP1', NP2'), a x: R(x) ),
a x: TUPLE( 1: Us`( ELT1(x)), 2: U~`( ELT2(x)))
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Applied to the example `Which planes come from which cities', this formula
denotes the set of pairs of which the first element denotes the set of all all planes
that (in one way or another) come from the one member of the second element,
which denotes a city. This second element of each pair may generally be a set
of many elements, depending upon the distribution of the particular predicate.
2.3.8 Rigid designators
Proper names are a special kind of descriptions which always denote the same
individual (Kripke 1972). Therefore, proper names are usually called rigid des-
ignators. Some proper names cannot be combined with determiners (~`the John)
but others should, as in 'the K1402'.
A definite description like `the plane' may denote different objects during the
course of a dialogue, but the denotation of a proper name like `John' or `K1402'
is fixed. It is for this reason that the function constant 'Cr', which chooses the
most relevant denotation from the current context, is not taken into account in
the semantic structure that is associated with the rule that combines a central
determiner and a proper name. The representation of a unique description like
`the K1402' thus does not refer to the context.
R.igid designators are problematic when combined with propositional attitudes.
Suppose that the proper names John and Jan both denote the same individual
according to a given interpretation. If A believes that John is John it need not
be the case that also A believes that John is Jan.
In an intensional, possible worlds analysis, these problems aze explained and
solved (Moore 1984:20-28). In this paper, only extensional representations aze
considered. I do think that an extensional solution to this problem must take
knowledge of the language into account. Speakers must be assumed to have paz-
tial knowledge of the language they speak. If a speaker does not know or believe
that the denotation of both proper names is the same then the inference should
be blocked. Instead of blocking, a default inference that can be withdrawn, is
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also acceptable. Blocking the truth of the inference in a model-theoretic analy-
sis of utterances in dialogues can be achieved by assigning default valuations to
the constants of a language relative to the users of that language and by repre-
senting the valuation as part of the knowledge of the dialogue partners. Thus,
an interpreter believes that the partner believes that John is Jan, only if this
information is extracted from explicit communication. Or, an interpreter (if he
believes that John is Jan) may suppose that, by default, the partner also believes
that John is Jan.
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3 A comparison with some other solutions
The solutions of Frege, Russell and Strawson for problems with definite descrip-
tions are dominant in the literature. It is relevant to consider the respective so-
lutions in more detail. In this paper, I introduce a bounded uniqueness operator
in a semantic representation language. Semantic representations, expressed in
this language, are generated by phrase structure rules for natural language sen-
tences. In particular, representations are given for sentences containing unique
and definite descriptions, including wh-noun phrases. Both the grammaz formal-
ism and the representation language constitute important pazts of the TENDUM
dialogue system (Bunt et al. 1984). It is interesting to see how the solutions
of Frege, Russell and Strawson relate to the proposals in section 2, and to the
treatment in the TENDUM system.
3.1 The solutions of F~ege, Russell and Strawson
In section 2 I have explained that two presupositions aze associated with unique
and definite descripitons. The first expresses that there is only one referent, the
second expresses that there is at least one.
Both Frege and Russell propose descriptions that denote 'false', when unique-
ness or existence of the referent are not satisfied.
Russell formalizes the presuppositions, and incorporates them in the seman-
tic representation of the sentence containing the description. As a result, failure
of these presuppositions causes the proposition that represents the sentence to
be false. For example, the sentence 'the king of France is bald' is represented as
3 x: [ BALD(x) n KING-OF-FRANCE(x) n d y:
KING-OF-FRANCE(y) ~ y - x ].
The existence presupposition is formalized in terms of the existential quantifica-
tion, while the uniqueness presupposition is expressed by the universally quan-
tified conjunct.
Frege introduces a set-denoting operator iota and an operator `. The second
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operator may be applied to a set expression. In case that expression denotes
a singleton set, the operator takes the unary element, else it denotes that set
(van Eijck 1985:38). The iota operator introduces a variable and denotes the set
of all objects that satisfy a predicate. It is a syntactic variant of SELECT( x,
F(x)), which denotes the set of objects for which the predicate F holds. Used
together, the iota and ` operators either denote a plural set or the element of
a singleton set. For example, iota(x, King-of-France(x) n Bald(x)) denotes the
set of all bald kings of France. And `( iota(x, King-of-France(x) n Bold(x)))
denotes !he king of France, if there is exactly one.
Frege's solution is problematic in a typed language, because syntactic cor-
rectness of an expression containing a combination of the iota and ` operator
does not guazantee interpretability. For example, the expression Due( `( iota( x,
Plane(x) n From(x, Montreal))), 12:00), represents 'the plane from Montreal is
due at 12 o'clock'. When there are two planes from Montreal, or none at all, the
first argument of the function Due will be a set. As the function Due maps sin-
gular planes to truthvalues, the resulting expression is semantically anomalous.
According to van Eijck, Frege's solution is satisfactory within his own formalism,
as he uses functions that aze applicable to any object. They give the value 'false'
when applied to 'unintended' arguments.
In the first pazt of this paper I explained that an operator for unique descrip-
tions must either denote an object of the correct type, or have no denotation at
all, in which case the control mechanism of the dialogue system takes over. The
first to propose such a solution in the literature was Strawson (Strawson 1950),
although not in the context of dialogue systems (in the same volume of Mind
Turing wrote avant la lettre about intelligent systems... (T~ring 1950)).
Strawson introduces the idea of presuppositions for definite descriptions. When
they fail to be true, a sentence containing the definite description has no denota-
tion at all. He accepts that the denotation of a definite description is undefined
when the presupposition is not satisfied. He explains the difference between ex-
pressions and utterances denoting a unique referent. An expression always has a
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meaning, defined in terms of the way the referent is 'computed' from the current
contezt; but an utterance sometimes does not refer, for example, when the rules
for determining the referent aze applied to a situation where no unique referent
ezists. He explains this with the term 'I' of which the meaning is defined in
terms of identifying the speaker. The fact that it has a unique referent when
used is not part of its meaning.
" Meaning (...) is a function of the sentence or expression; mentioning
and referring and truth or falsity aze functions of the use of the
sentence or expression. (...) to give the meaning of a sentence is to
give general directions for its use in making true or false assertions."
(Stmwson 1950, p. 327)
The use of a unique or definite description, like 'the table', presumes that there
is some individual as specified, and that the context of use will sufficiently de-
termine which one:
" But to use "the" in this way is not to state that those conditions
are fulfilled. (...) to use the sentence is not to assert, but it is (in the
special sense discussed) to imply, that there is only one thing which
is both of the kind specified i.e. a table and is being referned to by
the speaker." (Strnwson 1950:333)
Indeed, it is important to realize that presuppositions pertaining to an utterance
should not be treated as being pazt of the current topic. An informative utter-
ance of which the content is not consistent with the beliefs of the interpreter,
will in general give rise to a discussion of the disagreements involved. But the
apparent presuppositions of an utterance will in general be accepted as infor-
mation about the beliefs of the speaker. The belief systems of dialogue partners
need not be consistent together, and the paztners need not strive for agreement
on all aspects. Having diversing information concerning the context is not a suf-
ficient reason to discuss matters. Each partner must decide whether and when
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divergent information should be discussed or not. The rulea that regulate such
a decision are unknown, and a discussion is outside the scope of this paper.
3.2 Descriptions in the TENDUM dialogue system
The Dutch definite articles in the lexicon of the TENDUM system are DE (THE),
DAT (THAT), DIE (THAT, THOSE), DEZE (THIS, THESE), DIT (THIS neuter), HET
(THE singular, neuter), WELK (WHICH singulaz, neuter), WELKE (WHICH singu-
lar, non-neuter, wxteH plural). Their semantic representation consists of the
function constant Cr (see section 2.2).
For sentences with singular definite descriptions, the grammar component of
the TENDUM dialogue system includes rule (2) forming a NPCENTRE and rule
(1) that lifts a NPCENTRE to a NP (section 2.3.1).
In the TENDUM dialogue system, the semantic representatíons for singular
definite descriptions incorporate the existence and uniqueness presuppositions.
Rule (2') in the TENDUM dialogue system is as follows. The semantic
structure of a plural as weIl as a singular NPCENTRE consists of a set-denoting
expression, representing the noun, which is restricted to the contextually relevant
elements. For example, the representation for the xPCExTRES of both 'the plane'
and 'the planes' denotes a set:
(2') SELECT( Planes, a x: Cr(x) )
If the presupposition pertaining to the (use of the) definite azticle is satisfied,
this representation denotes the singleton set consisting of only the unique refer-
ent. This is unsatisfactory, because applying a predicate to a set will in general
yield an expression that is not interpretable. I explained this point before, when
discussing Frege's solution.
In the TENDUM dialogue system this problem is solved in the following way.
Semantic rule (1') introduces a universal quantification over the singleton set.
The semantic r~:presentation for a sentence like 'the flight is due' thus is
d( SELECT (Planes, Cr), ~ x: Due(x) )
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Abstraction over the predicate Due results in
.~ P: `d ( SELECT( Planes, Cr), a x: P(x) )
In this way, the predicate P is applied to the unique element, if there is
one. In order to account for the presupposition, this function is conditionalized
in the following way: if the presupposition is satisfied, i.e. the set of objects
referred to is a singleton set, the denotation is defined in terms of the universal
quantification, else the value 'FALSE' is denoted. The condition is constructed
from a logical constant CONDITION, that relates three constituents, of which
the role in the relation is indicated by 'if', 'then' and 'else'. For example, 'this
plane is due' is represented by an application of
(1' eingular) a P: CONDITION(
if: COUNT( ( SELECT( Planes, Cr)) -- ONE
then: d( SELECT ( planes, Cr), a x: P(x) )
else: FALSE)
to the representation of the verb phrase Due. This yields after conversion the
condition expression.
As wh-expressions denote the definite referent that forms the answer, the rule
that lifts a NP to a NPCENTRE has a semantic variant. The semantic structure




if: COUNT( SELECT( SELECT( Planes, Cr),
.~ x: P(x) )) -- ONE
then: SELECT( SELECT( Planes, Cr), .~ x: P(x))
else: FALSE)
In this representation the expression SELECT( SELECT( Planes, Cr), a x: P(x)
) has two occurences, one to express the presupposition and one to denote the
referent.
Note that, when the presupposition is satisfied, the expression denotes a set.
It would be more appropriate to have a representation that denotes the unique
element from that set, as the answer to a question is usually formed from the de-
notation of the question. In section 2, I have given representations for wh-noun
phrases that does denote the referent that forms the answer to the question.
The representation of unique and definite descriptions in the TENDUM system
is essentially that of Russell, but it also borrows from ~ege's solution.
As in Russell's solution, the uniqueness and existence properties are part
of the semantic representation. As in Frege's solution, the representation is a
function of a set-denoting constituent. By contrast, in the TENDUM system
the predicate is applied to the unique element through the use of a universal
quantification, whereas Frege uses the sentential operator ` to denote the unique
element .
If the presupposition is not satisfied, application of a predicate in ~ege's
system denotes 'false' by default, in the TENDUM system it denotes 'false' by
conditionalization and in Russell's solution it denotes 'false' by 'conjunctional-
ization'. In that situation, the negation of such expressions yields true, which is
very unsatisfactory. It is awkward, because it causes a system to answer 'no' to
the question 'Does the Dutch plane arrive on time?', when there is no such plane
at all. Thus, the answer confirms in an implicit way the false presupposition that
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there is such a plane.
At the one hand, the inclusion of the presupposition as pazt of the seman-
tic representation makes sure that the latter has a denotation when there is no
unique element. At the other hand, this results in a wrong or uncooperative
answer to affirmative as well as negative questions. Once it is accepted that
eapressions need not always have a denotation, there is no need to include the
presuppositions in the representation and the awkwazd side efiect of uncooper-
ative reactions disappeazs.
The solution presented in section 2 is based upon the idea that there is no
need to make sure that there is always a referent. When according to the sys-
tem there is no referent, the system should be able to report the conflicting
situation. The system accepts in a way, that there is no referent according to
ita knowledge. This is also the kernel of Strawson's solution as explained above.
This solution only works if the system is able to detect a failing presupposition.
Therefore, the presuppositions must be represented in one way or another. It
is feasible to generate presuppositions pazallel to the semantic representations,
by extending phrase structure rules with a presupposition pazt. This pazt spec-
ifies how presuppositions aze constructed from semantic representations of con-




In the Tendum dialogue system a F~ege-Russellean semantics is implemented
that includes representations of presuppositions in the semantic structure. In
this paper we have presented semantic rules based upon the by now generally
accepted solution first worded by Strawson. The representation also borrows
from ~ege's solution, as plural definite descriptions denote a set, whereas unique
and singulaz definite descriptions denote the definite referent.
I have formulated
. a uniform treatment of singulaz unique and definite descriptions in terms
of a bounded uniqueness operator in the coiitext of a higher-order typed
representation language
. examples, including multi-noun phrase sentences, showing that this treat-
ment fits into a phrase structure analysis
. the proposal, that, in general, the preferred reading of multi-noun phrase
sentences is cumulative, and rules that generate such cumulative semantic
representations.
. semantic rules for sentences with one or more wh-noun phrases.
As the 'normal' representation for sentences with one or more wh-noun
phrases is not very informative, I have formulated a representation that shows
which of the entities that form the answer are related. However, this represen-
tation does not show how they are related, as this would be over-informative.
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5 Summary of the grammar rules
The following list contains the grammaz rules used in this paper. The numbering
of the rules is the same as in the text. All rules consist of two parts: the syntac-
tic phrase structure pazt and the semantic pazt. Aspects of attribute values and
conditions on them were of minor or no concern. Those conditions that were of
concern are incorporated as part of the numbering system. The global condition
part, the local condition part, the carry-over part and the new attributes pazt
are not mentioned.
In Dols (1990) I have defined a new part for these rules, that generates represen-
tations for presuppositions. The advantage is, that such presuppositions have





.1 P: APPLICATION( P, NPCENTRE')
(1' singular, wh)
a P: ~( NPCENTRE', .~ z: P(x) )
(1' plural)
a P: ( FORALL( NPCENTRE', a z: x E U~`( NPCENTRE', DISTRIBU-
TION( NPCENTRE', P)))
(1' plural, cum)
TUPLE(1: a P: FORALL( NPCENTRE', a z: z E U~`( NPCENTRE',
DISTRIBUTION( NPCENTRE', P))) 2: DISTRIBUTION( NPCENTRE',
True) )
(1' plural, wh)
a P: U`( NPCENTRE', DISTRIBUTION( NPCENTRE', .1 z: P(x) ))





CENTRALDET f NOM -~ NPCENTRE
(2' singular)
~( NOM', .1 z: CENTRALDET'(z))
(2' singular, wh)
SELECT( NOM', a x: CENTRALDET'(z) )
(2' plural)
SELECT( NOM', a x: CENTRALDET'(x) )
Rule 3
(3)







a P: APPLICATION( P, PROPERNAME')
Rule 5
(5)
CENTRALDET ~ PROPERNAME ~ NP
(5')
a P: APPLICATION( P, PROPERNAME')
Rule 6
(s)
NP1 i- NP2 ~ NPS
(6')
a R: ( NPI'( a zl: NP2'( a z2: R( zl, x2))))
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(6' singular, 2 wh)
a R: TUPLE( 1: NP1'( a zl: R( zl, NP2'( a x2: R(xl, x2)))), 2: NP2'( a
zl: R( NP1'( a z2: R(z2, zl)))), zl)))
(6' plural, n cum)
CONJUNCTION(
1: a R: NP1'1( a xl: EXIST( NP2'~, .1 x2: ... EXIST( NPn'z, .1 xn: R( xl
...zn))...))
i: .1 R: NPi'I( .1 zi: EXIST( NP1'~, a x2: ... EXIST( NP(i-1)'~, .1 z(i-1):
EXIST( NP(ifl)'~, a z(i~-1): ... EXIST( NPn'~, .1 zn: R( xl ... xn) )... ))
...))
n: a R: NPn'1( a zn: EXIST( NP1'~, ,1 zl: ... EXIST( NP(n-1)'~, .1 z(n-1):
R( xl ... zn) ) ... ) ))
(6' plural, n cum, wh, m cum)
a R: APPLICATION( WH-NP', a y: EXIST( NP1'z, .1 zl: ... EXIST(
NP(nfm)'~, a z(~1)n: R( PERM( y, zl ... z(nfm)))
(6' plural, 2 wh)
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